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Foreword
South Asia is a region of diversified energy resources. Emerging economic growth of the region has
forced it to give more attention on the untapped energy potential. South Asian leaders have shown keen
interest on developing regional and sub‐regional energy resources in an integrated manner. They have
also stressed on the urgent need to develop the regional hydro potential and grid connectivity. In this
regard, the SAARC leaders agreed to evolve an appropriate regional inter‐governmental framework to
facilitate such an endeavor.
The mandate of SAARC Energy Centre is to initiate, coordinate and facilitate energy related activities in
the region. To develop regional hydro power plants, a series of activities and studies are required.
Considering the directives of SAARC leaders, the study critically reviews the policy frameworks of Bhutan
and Nepal including Electricity Acts, Hydropower Development Policies and Water Resources Strategy
with a view to learn from their experiences.
It is my hope that this study will facilitate policy makers of this region to initiate the process of exploring
the untapped hydropower opportunities of the SAARC region.

Hilal A Raza
Director
SAARC Energy Centre
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Executive Summary

South Asia is a region of developing economy. A large section of population of the region is struggling
hard for survival. Governments of South Asia have taken multi‐prong strategies to uplift the economic
conditions of the common people. In this regard, in the Declaration of 15 SAARC Summit, leaders of
South Asia have emphasized on the need of regional cooperation through developing regional and sub‐
regional energy resources in an integrated manner. The leaders noted that there is tremendous
potential for developing regional and sub‐regional energy resources in an integrated manner. They have
also stressed on the urgent need to develop the regional hydro potential and grid connectivity. They
agreed that the possibility of evolving an appropriate regional inter‐governmental framework may be
explored to facilitate such an endeavor.
The in‐house study of SAARC Energy Centre, Integrated Energy Potential of South Asia: Vision 2020 and
the ADB funded SAARC Regional Energy Trade Study also emphasized on the need to establish regional
or sub‐regional power plants. To establish regional or sub‐regional power plants, different issues to be
considered including availability of primary energy resources, local supply‐demand scenarios, locations,
techno‐economical feasibility, regulatory and policy frameworks, investment model etc.
According to the statistics by 2020, share of electricity sector on total fuel based primary energy demand
of South Asia would be almost 52%. Conventional sources of primary fuel for electricity generation in
South Asia are shrinking. From statistics, it is understood that amongst the hydro rich countries, India
and Pakistan have their own electricity demands, which will be consumed by themselves. Bhutan and
Nepal has techno‐economically feasible hydro potential of 23,760 MW and 42,000 MW respectively.
Bhutan and Nepal utilized only 5‐6.23% and 1.50‐1.64% respectively of their hydro potential. Total
untapped apparently non‐diminishing hydro potential of both Bhutan and Nepal is around 66
mtoe/year.
At present, Bhutan is exporting around 1,200 MW of hydro electricity to its neighbor and per unit tariff
varies from Nu 1.75 to 1.80 (US 3.6 to 3.7 cents). Recently, Bhutan has signed an umbrella agreement
with India to develop and export another 10,000 MW hydropower by 2020. Nepal has completed its 20‐
Year Hydropower Development Plan showing the possibility of generating 36,628 MW hydro electricity
in the country within next 20 years. World Bank study shows that indicative tariff for CASA 1000 project
would be around US 3.5 cents (2010‐2030), which is much below the average cost of electricity
generation in the importing countries. Average investment for a 1,000 MW hydro power project would
be more than one billion US dollar.
According to information by 2020, electricity demand of Bhutan and Nepal would be around 462 MW
and 2,052 MW respectively. Considering the future electricity demand of the two countries, it is
observed that there are ample opportunities to set up regional or sub‐regional hydropower plants in
Bhutan and Nepal. This hydro potential will not only enhance regional cooperation, but it will create
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significant impact on global environment. These power plants will also act as an important element of
SAARC Energy Ring.
Considering the directives of SAARC leaders along with the outcome of the SEC’s in‐house study and
related information, this study critically reviewed the existing Electricity Laws and Hydropower
Development Policies and other related documents of Bhutan and Nepal. Both the countries have
hydropower export friendly laws and policies. They have very specific laws and policies on license,
transfer of properties, royalty, land acquisition, investment model, risk compensation, power
evacuation, environmental aspect, rehabilitation and resettlement issues etc. Mechanisms of royalty
payment for exporting energy are different for Bhutan and Nepal. Up‐front premium of Bhutan and
export duty of Nepal are not clearly specified. Mechanisms of dispute resolution, income tax and custom
duties, CDM, and setting of technical standards may require further attention for review to facilitate the
installation of regional or sub‐regional power plants. Moreover, according to the flexibility lies with the
existing laws and policies of both the countries is that SAARC may consider these legal frameworks as
basis for developing common legal framework for regional or sub‐regional hydropower plants in
consultation with Bhutan and Nepal.
Moving Forward
•
•
•
•

SAARC may utilize its Expert Group on Electricity to develop a framework agreement for regional
hydropower plants in Bhutan and Nepal.
SAARC Development Fund may be utilized as seed money for the installation of regional or sub‐
regional hydropower plants.
Through Venture Capital regional or sub‐regional power plants may be established.
Sharing of electricity may follow swap mechanism or share on investment.
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Acronyms

BEA
BOOT
BPC
CA
CDM
CER
COD
DED
DOE
DPR
EIA
EMP
FDI
IPP
KW
KWh
LOA
MW
NEA
PD
PDA
PSMP
RfB
RFP
RGoB
T&D
TFC
GOB
GON
JVC
PPP
UFP
WEC

Bhutan Electricity Authority
Build‐Own‐Operate‐Transfer
Bhutan Power Corporation
Concession Agreement
Clean Development Mechanism
Certified Emission Reduction
Commercial Operation Date
Department of Electricity Development
Department of Energy
Detailed Project Report
Environmental Impact Assessment
Environment Management Plan
Foreign Direct Investment
Independent Power Producer
Kilo Watt
Kilowatt Hour
Letter of Allotment
Mega Watt
Nepal Electricity Authority
Project Developer
Project Development Agreement
Power System Master Plan
Request for Bid
Request for Proposal
Royal Government of Bhutan
Transmission and Distribution
Tariff Fixation Commission
Government of Bhutan
Government of Nepal
Joint Venture Company
Public‐Private‐Partnership
Up‐front Premium
Water and Energy Commission
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Chapter 1
1.0

Introduction

In the Declaration of 15 SAARC Summit, the leaders noted that increased access to energy is critical for
fulfilling the legitimate expectations of growth and development in South Asia. They observed that the
escalation of oil prices threatens both the energy security of the region and the economic growth
witnessed in South Asia. In this context, they recognized the need to expeditiously develop and conserve
the conventional sources of energy and to develop renewable alternative energy resources including
indigenous hydropower, solar, wind and bio, while introducing energy reforms, energy efficiency and
the trade and sharing of technology and expertise. They also noted that there is tremendous potential
for developing regional and sub‐regional energy resources in an integrated manner. They also stressed
the urgent need to develop the regional hydropower potential, grid connectivity and gas pipelines. They
agreed that the possibility of evolving an appropriate regional inter‐governmental framework may be
explored to facilitate such an endeavor.
On the other hand, the in‐house study of SAARC Energy Centre, Integrated Energy Potential of South
Asia: Vision 2020 and the ADB funded SAARC Regional Energy Trade Study also emphasized the need to
establish regional or sub‐regional power plants. To establish regional or sub‐regional power plants,
different issues to be considered including availability of primary energy resources, local supply‐demand
scenarios, locations, techno‐economical feasibility, regulatory and policy frameworks, investment model
etc.
2.0

Objectives

One of the mandates of SAARC Energy Centre is to initiate, coordinate and facilitate regional, joint and
collective activities on energy in the SAARC region. Considering the directives of SAARC leaders along
with the outcome of the SEC’s in‐house study, the study critically reviews the policy frameworks of
Bhutan and Nepal including Electricity Acts, Hydropower Development Policies, and Water Resources
Strategy.
The purpose of this study is to facilitate the policy makers of South Asia to explore the opportunities of
establishing regional/sub‐regional hydro power plants in Bhutan and Nepal.
3.0

Overview of Power Sector of South Asia

Among the South Asian countries, shortage of electricity has become a common scenario. At present,
Bhutan, Maldives and Sri Lanka are visibly free from electricity shortages. In line with greater economic
activities, gap between electricity supply and demand is also increasing. In FY 2007, total installed
generation capacity of the region was around 161.97 GW, of which hydro power generation capacity
was 44.83 GW and available generation capacity was around 107.25 GW. For the same period, electricity
generation was 761 TWh and per capita electricity generation of the region was around 504 KWh.
Amongst the region, besides Maldives (100%), Sri Lanka achieved highest per capita electricity access to
1
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78%. On the
t basis of forecasted
f
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Accordingg to the fue
el mix of power generation (2007/08
8), 55% pow
wer generatio
on of Afghan
nistan
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nt on hydro and 45% on oil. Power generation of Baangladesh heaavily dependeent on gas an
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around 89
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wer and aroun
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ower generation is hydro based.
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Around 54% power ge
eneration of India
I
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o gas. Maldives is
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generatio
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d around 33%
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Figure 3.1
1 : Power Gen
neration Fuel Mix of South Asia (2007/0
08)

Table 3.1 shows the present total installed pow
wer generation
n capacity, hyydropower geeneration cap
pacity
nomically feaasible hydro potential
p
of the SAARC countries.
c
Fro
om this tablee, it is
and total techno‐econ
% of the regio
onal hydro po
otential has been tapped.
observed that only 16%
Table 3.1 : Power Gene
eration Scenaario of South Asia (2009)
Country

Total Installed
Capacity, MW

Installed Hydro Generation
Capacity, MW

Afghanistan
370
198.19
Banglad
desh
5,447
230
Bhutan
1505.60
1,480
Indiia
1,47,402
3
36,647.76
Maldives
185.14
0
Nepal
687.38
628.19
Pakisttan
20,219
6,555
Sri Lan
nka
2,644
1,207
Totaal
1,78,460.12
4
46,946.14
Source: Obaid, IEPSA :Vision 2020
2
and SAARC Template Studyy

Totaal Hydro
Generatiion Potential,
MW
18,000
330
23,760
1,4
48,701
0
4
42,000
54,386
2
2,000
2,8
89,177

2
a Nepal
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Table 3.2 summarizes the expected peak demand of electricity, energy and also the most vital part of
analysis i.e. primary energy requirement to meet the growing electricity demand. From the year 2010 to
2020, to meet the total electrical energy demand of 17,332 TWh, total primary energy requirement of
South Asia would be around 3,863 mtoe. From this table, it is observed that in the coming days, the
biggest challenge of South Asia will be electricity. According to SEC study, until 2020, share of electricity
sector on total fuel based primary energy demand would be almost 52%. South Asia primarily depends
on coal, gas, oil and hydro for power generation. Remaining reserves of gas of the region is decreasing
Table 3.2 : Expected Comprehensive Picture of the Power Sector of South Asia
Ctry.
Afg.
(GW)
TWh
MTO
E
Bdg.
(GW)
TWh
MTO
E
Bhu.
(GW)
TWh
MTO
E
Ind.
(GW)
TWh
MTO
E
Mal.
(GW)
TWh
MTO
E
Nep.
(GW)
TWh
MTO
E
Pak.
(GW)
TWh

2010
0.418

2011
0.462

2012
0.511

2013
0.564

2014
0.624

2015
0.689

2016
0.761

2017
0.841

2018
0.930

2019
1.027

2020
1.135

Total
7.962

1.61
0.36

1.78
0.40

1.97
0.44

2.17
0.48

2.41
0.54

2.66
0.59

2.93
0.65

3.24
0.72

3.58
0.80

3.96
0.88

4.37
0.97

30.69
6.84

6.608

7.140

7.732

8.364

9.047

9.786

10.512

11.291

12.128

13.027

13.993

34.73
7.74

37.53
8.36

40.64
9.06

43.96
9.80

47.55
10.60

51.44
11.46

55.25
12.31

59.35
13.23

63.74
14.21

68.47
15.26

73.55
16.39

109.62
8
576.20
128.41

0.239

0.258

0.279

0.299

0.320

0.342

0.366

0.388

0.411

0.436

0.462

3.800

1.17
0.26

1.27
0.28

1.37
0.31

1.47
0.33

1.57
0.35

1.68
0.37

1.80
0.40

1.90
0.42

2.02
0.45

2.14
0.48

2.27
0.51

18.64
4.15

176

190

206

222

240

259

280

302

326

353

381

2,935

863.3
9
192.4
1
0.105

932.0
6
207.7
2
0.117

1010.5
5
225.21

1089.0
4
242.70

1177.3
4
262.38

1270.5
5
283.15

1373.5
7
306.11

1481.4
9
330.16

1599.2
3
356.40

1731.6
8
385.92

1869.0
3
416.53

0.130

0.144

0.160

0.177

0.197

0.219

0.243

0.269

0.299

14,397
.94
3,208.
68
2.060

0.55
0.12

0.61
0.14

0.68
0.15

0.76
0.17

0.84
0.19

0.93
0.21

1.04
0.23

1.15
0.26

1.28
0.28

1.41
0.32

1.57
0.35

10.83
2.41

0.879

0.967

1.057

1.163

1.272

1.387

1.510

1.641

1.770

1.907

2.052

15.605

4.31
0.96

4.74
1.06

5.19
1.16

5.71
1.27

6.24
1.39

6.80
1.52

7.41
1.65

8.05
1.79

8.68
1.94

9.35
2.08

10.07
2.24

76.55
17.06

23.78
7
120.8
6
26.93

25.69
0
130.5
3
29.09

27.745

29.965

32.362

34.951

37.747

40.767

44.028

47.551

51.355

140.97

152.25

164.42

177.58

191.78

207.13

223.70

241.60

260.92

33.93

36.64

39.57

42.74

46.16

49.85

5384

58.15

395.94
8
2011.7
3
448.33

3.151

3.393

3.655

3.936

4.239

4.566

4.917

5.296

41.317

16.01
3.57

17.24
3.84

18.57
4.14

20.00
4.46

21.54
4.80

23.20
5.17

24.98
5.57

26.91
6.00

209.92
46.78

MTO
31.42
E
Slk.
2.522 2.716 2.926
(GW)
TWh 12.81 13.80 14.87
MTO
2.86
3.08
3.31
E
Source: Obaid, IEPSA: Vision 2020
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and due to price issue, oil based power generation is also shrinking. On the other hand, South Asia has
techno‐economically feasible non‐diminishing hydro potential of around 207 mtoe (46 TWh) and so far,
only 16% has been tapped.
From SEC’s study (Obaid, IEPSA: Vision 2020), it is understood that amongst the hydro rich countries,
India and Pakistan have their own electricity demands. Hydro potential of both India and Pakistan would
be utilized by themselves and they have also their limitations with the hydro potential. On the other
hand, Bhutan and Nepal utilized only 5‐6.23% and 1.50‐1.64% respectively of their hydro potential. Total
untapped apparently non‐diminishing hydropower potential of both Bhutan and Nepal is around 66
mtoe/year.
At present, Bhutan is exporting around 1,200 MW of hydro electricity to its neighbor and per unit tariff
varies from Nu 1.75 to 1.80 (US 3.6 to 3.7 cents) and average investment for a 1,000 MW hydropower
project would be more than one billion US dollar. According to World Bank study, indicative tariff for
CASA 1000 project would be around US 3.5 cents (2010‐2030), which is much below the average cost of
electricity generation in the importing countries. Recently, Bhutan has signed an umbrella agreement
with India to develop and export another 10,000 MW hydropower by 2020.
Nepal has completed its 20‐Year Hydropower Development Plan showing the possibility of generating
36,628 MW hydro electricity in the country within next 20 years. According to the report prepared by a
taskforce, three mega multi‐purpose projects – Pancheswar, Kamali‐Chisapani and Saptakoshi will be
completed within the 20‐year span. Without including these three projects, the country will be able to
generate 20,354 MW. The report breaks down that figure into 2,057 MW by 2015, 12,423 MW by 2020,
5.114 MW by 2025 and another 18,034 MW by 2030.
According to information by 2020, electricity demand of Bhutan and Nepal would be around 462 MW
and 2,052 MW respectively. Considering the future electricity demand of the two countries, it is
observed that there is a huge potential to utilize this untapped energy to meet the growing electricity
demand of SAARC countries. This hydro potential will not only enhance regional cooperation, but it will
create significant impact on global environment.
In this regard, SAARC may consider installing a number of regional/sub‐regional hydropower plants both
in Bhutan and Nepal. This could be treated as corner stone to initiate the process of development of
SAARC Energy Grid. Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram of the future SAARC Electricity Grid, a
component of SAARC Energy Ring.

4
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Figure 3.2
2 : Schematic Diagram of Future
F
SAARC Electricity Grrid
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Chapter 2
2.0

Electricity Act and Policy Framework of Bhutan

Electricity Act, 2001 and Bhutan Hydropower Policy, 2008 are the major Act and policy guidelines for the
electricity sector of Bhutan. Sections related to regional electricity trade both in electricity generation
and its transmission are briefly presented in this chapter.
2.1

Major Elements of Electricity Act of Bhutan

The Electricity Act of Bhutan, 2001 enables the restructuring of the power supply industry and the
possible participation of the private sector, by providing mechanisms for licensing and regulating the
operations of power companies. The Electricity Act defines the roles and responsibilities of suppliers and
protects the interests of the general public. Major purpose of this Act is to provide the technical
regulation of the electricity supply industry and one of the objectives is to enhance revenue generation
through export of electricity.
2.1.1

Bhutan Electricity Authority

According to the section 11 of this Act, functions of Bhutan Electricity Authority are including to develop
regulations, standards, codes, principles and procedures, which include, but are not limited to the
following: performance standards, including minimum technical and safety requirements for
construction, operation and maintenance of generation, transmission and distribution facilities; tariff‐
setting, including tariffs for generation not regulated by power purchase agreement, transmission,
distribution and retail sale; to establish a dispute resolution process and settle disputes between
Licensees and between Licensees and customers relating to the enforcement of this Act etc.
2.1.2

Licenses

According to the section 18 of this Act, no person or entity shall engage in, construction, generation,
transmission, system operation, distribution, sale, export or import of electricity without a license issued
under this Act. As per section 19.2 and 19.3, an exemption may be of general or specific application and
it is subject to such terms, conditions and limitations as are specified by the Authority.
According to the section 31 of this Act, subject to any current provision of this Act, a license shall remain
in force for the period specified in it, but shall not in any case exceed 30 years. A Licensee may within 3
years before the expiry of a license, apply for a renewal of the license and it may be renewed on such
terms and conditions as determined by the Authority.

6
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2.1.3

Reversion of Hydropower Plants

According to the section 37.1 of this Act, on the expiry of a license for a hydropower plant, the
ownership of the plant including all existing installations, property and rights needed for power
generation shall be transferred to the Government without any compensation to the Licensee.
As per section 37.2, the power plant and installations transferred under section 37.1 shall be operational
and well maintained at the time of transfer. After transfer of ownership under section 37.1, the power
plant, including all installations, property and rights required for power generation shall be dealt with by
the Government in any manner it deems appropriate.
2.1.4

Transmission License

According to the section 38.1 of this Act, a holder of a transmission license shall provide access to all
existing and potential users of the transmission grid on the payment of fees and other charges for grid
services as may be approved by the Authority.
2.1.5

System Operator

According to the section 39 of this Act, the Authority (BEA) may designate a person to be a system
operator, and license the person to co‐ordinate the power supply system to obtain instantaneous
balance between generation and consumption of electricity; to be responsible for dispatching
generation installations etc. The system operator shall not, in the performance of its functions, show
undue preferences or discriminate against any person.
2.1.6

Bulk Supplier

According to the section 40 of this Act, the Authority shall designate a bulk supplier who will be
responsible for the wholesale supply, including import and export, of electricity. The terms and
operating conditions of the bulk supplier shall be specified in its sale license or prescribed by
regulations.
2.1.7

Acquire Land and Water

According to the section 50 of this Act, in this Part to the extent there is a conflict between this Act and
the Forest and Nature Conservation Act of Bhutan, the Forest and Nature conservation Act prevails to
the extent of the inconsistency. As per section 51 of this Act, private land may be acquired under the
prevailing Land Act on approval of the Minister and such acquisition shall be deemed for a public or
national purpose.
According to the section 53.2 of this Act, notwithstanding anything contained in any written law, no
person shall dam or otherwise interfere with any such source of water without first serving on the
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licensed generator either personally or by the registered post giving three months notice, in such form
as may be prescribed, specifying the work he proposes to undertake. As per section 53.7 of this Act,
royalty on use of water and land resources may be determined by the Authority.
2.1.8

Contingency Provisions

According to the section 54 of this Act, the Minister may with the approval of the Cabinet introduce
certain contingency provisions which in his opinion are necessary to safeguard the generation,
transmission, distribution and supply of electricity. This provision may continue in force for a period not
exceeding 6 months and extension of such measures shall be subject to the approval of the Cabinet.
2.1.9

Technical Standards

According to the section 64 of this Act, the technical characteristics and standards of equipment to be
connected to the power system shall be in conformity with the regulations announced by the Authority.
As per section 67 of this Act, in establishing the technical characteristics and standards referred to under
section 64, the Authority may refer to the characteristics and standards established by other agencies
under the authority and duties specified in other pieces of legislation.
2.1.10 Miscellaneous
According to the section 89 of this Act, the Authority (BEA) shall, by statutory instrument, make
regulations to establish a Grid Code.
2.2

Major Elements of Sustainable Hydropower Development Policy of Bhutan

The key objectives of this policy are to mobilize funds and attract investments for accelerated
hydropower development, enhance the revenue contribution to the Royal Government, contribute
towards development of clean energy to mitigate problems related to global warming and climate
change etc. Major elements of this policy related to the objective of this study are presented below:
2.2.1

Introduction

According to the section 1 of Bhutan Sustainable Hydropower Development Policy 2008, there is great
potential for increasing electricity export and consequently earn substantial revenues. Huge energy
demand in the region offers a big opportunity for Bhutan to develop its rich hydropower resources for
export. The Power System Master Plan estimates the overall hydropower potential of Bhutan at 30,000
MW with production capability of about 1,20,000 GWh. With the commissioning of Tala hydroelectric
project (1,020 MW) in 2006‐07, the installed hydropower capacity in Bhutan has reached 1,488 MW,
which constitutes only 5% of the potential. The Power System Master Plan 2003‐22 shortlists 76
projects: 70 run‐of‐the‐river and 6 reservoir schemes. The total estimated capacity of these 76 projects
is about 23,760 MW (section 4).
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The ability to accelerate hydropower development through bilateral grants and loans as Public sector
undertakings, alone is limited mainly on account of resource constraints. The Hydropower Policy
provides the framework and guidelines for accelerated hydropower development. The Royal
Government shall continue to develop hydropower projects on its own or through existing bilateral
arrangements and simultaneously look for private sector and public private partnership also to
contribute to the hydropower development.
2.2.2

Institutional Arrangements

According to the section 3 of this policy, the Department of Energy (DoE) under the Ministry of
Economic Affairs is responsible for policy making and planning of all aspects of Energy and Power sector.
It serves as the Central Coordination Agency and the focal point of the Government on all matters
related to Energy, Hydropower and Hydromet services and also responsible for all bilateral and
multilateral issues on Energy and Power.
The Bhutan Power Corporation (BPC) is responsible for transmission and distribution of electricity. The
BPC provides transmission access for export and also acts as the National System Operator.
The Bhutan Electricity Authority (BEA) is an autonomous regulator for the electricity sector. BEA
develops and implements technical, safety and performance regulations, standards and codes for the
electricity sector, develops and implements principles and procedures for tariff setting, and subsidies
and economic regulation of domestic tariff, issue licenses and monitor Licensees as per the provision of
the Electricity Act in place; and develops and implements Dispute Resolutions Procedures relating to
enforcement of Electricity Act, regulations, codes and standards.
2.2.3

Investment Model

BOOT: According to the section 4.2 of this policy, the Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB) shall identify
hydropower projects that would be developed under Build Own Operate and Transfer (BOOT) model.
The project shall be allotted to a Developer for a concession period of 30 years, excluding the
construction period. Based on the performance of the incumbent operator and on terms and conditions
to be agreed upon, the period can be extended for a maximum of 15 years.
Project Developer shall register with the Registrar of Companies (RoC) as a separate company as per the
Companies Act of the Kingdom of Bhutan. The company shall be a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV)
dedicated for a specific hydroelectric project in Bhutan. The SPV shall be required to obtain licenses
from BEA for construction and generation, sale, export or import of electricity as may be relevant as per
the Electricity Act. The SPV will also be required to obtain a business license. At the end of the
concession period, the entire project shall be transferred and vested in the RGoB at no cost and in good
running condition. In the event the concession period is extended beyond 30 years, all liabilities shall be
accrued to the project developer and not to the RGoB.
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2.2.4

Ownership Structure

Equity Limit: According to the section 4.3 of this policy, investments in Large Hydropower Projects
(>150≤1,000 MW) are open for joint ventures with Bhutanese companies or 100% foreign investments.
The equity participation by any single foreign investor including Bhutanese FDI companies shall be
limited to 3 large projects with total installed capacity not exceeding 2,000 MW.
The RGoB shall generally undertake development of Mega Hydropower (>1,000 MW) Projects in
collaboration with governments of development partner countries.
Public‐Private Partnership: For Public‐Public partnership, the RGoB undertaking shall have a minimum of
51% shareholding.
Strategic Partnership: Subject to special approval by the Royal Government of Bhutan, an investor can
be selected without bidding as a strategic partner having maximum shareholding of 26%.
2.2.5

Project Definition and Preparatory Studies

Pre‐feasibility Study: According to the section 4.4 of this policy, all project definition and preparatory
studies up to at least the pre‐feasibility level for the projects shall be carried out by the DoE or any other
agencies authorized by the RGoB.
The pre‐feasibility reports will identify basic parameters of the projects like gross/net head, hydrological
characteristics, geological conditions, installed capacity, annual plant factor, monthly profile of energy
potential, preliminary costs and development benefits. Pre‐feasibility studies will be carried out in
accordance with internationally accepted practices.
2.2.6

Pre‐Qualification

According to the section 4.5 of this policy, the RGoB will select pre‐qualification of the bidders based on
their past experience, and financial and technical capacity for specific project.
2.2.7

Project Allotment Process

According to the section 4.6.1 of this policy, the competitive bidding process will be based on Up‐front
Premium and Royalty power/energy as specified in the Request for Bid (RfB). All Bids will have to be
accompanied by Bid Security and any other fees as specified in the RfB.
As per section 4.6.2 of this policy, the Up‐front Premium shall generally be fixed and the amount shall be
notified in the RfB. The successful bidder shall be required to deposit 50% of the Up‐front Premium at
the time of issue of Letter of Allotment (LoA). The selected Developer shall sign a Project Development
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Agreement (PDA) with the RGoB within 3 months of the issue of LoA and deposit the balance 50% of the
Up‐front Premium at the time of signing of the PDA.
As per section 4.6.3 of this policy, a minimum of 12% of electricity generated shall be made available
free of cost to the RGoB as Royalty Energy during the first 12 years of commercial operation of the
project and a minimum of 18% thereafter till the end of concession period. This free power/energy will
be in addition to the Up‐front Premium as indicated under section 4.6.2 of this policy. The project shall
be allotted to the bidder offering the highest Royalty Energy over the minimum specified.
A Detailed Project Report (DPR) will consist of the techno‐economic feasibility studies undertaken by the
selected bidder. As per section 4.6.9 of this policy, after the DPR is approved by the RGoB, the selected
Developer shall sign a Concession Agreement (CA) with the RGoB. The CA shall be the key legal
instrument granting the concession to the Developer, specifying the rights and obligations of the parties.
The CA shall also include time schedules for getting necessary legal/administrative/technical approvals,
financial closure, construction, commissioning, operation, maintenance and transfer of the project.
Without Bidding: According to the section 4.6.11 of this policy, for projects allocated directly to the
RGoB undertaking without bidding process, a minimum of 12% of electricity generated shall be made
available free of cost to the RGoB as Royalty Energy during the first 12 years of commercial operation of
the project and eighteen 18 % thereafter till end of the concession period. Any exception to this shall be
through the approval of the RGoB.
2.2.8

Treatment of Royalty Power/Energy

According to the section 5.2 of this policy, the RGoB shall have the option to avail the Royalty Energy
either as energy or as cash in lieu thereof based on the highest off take rate at which the power/energy
from the plant is sold by the Developer to its buyers. The conditions of supply of the free energy or cash
in lieu thereof shall be stipulated in the CA.
Completion of the project prior to the scheduled date as stipulated in the CA shall attract incentive to
the Developer and penalty in case of delay. A rebate by way of reduction of 1% in the Royalty Energy for
every year of earlier completion or prorated thereof shall be given as incentive for early completion. The
terms and conditions of such incentives and penalties (opposite to incentives) shall be stipulated in the
CA. This rebate shall be applicable for the first 5 years from the date of commercial operation.
2.2.9

Foreign Direct Investment

According to the section 5.3 of this policy, for large and mega size (>150 >1,000 MW) hydropower
projects, 100% foreign equity participation is permitted. Other aspects of FDI shall be based on the
prevailing Foreign Direct Investment Policy and Foreign Direct Investment Rules and Regulations.
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Foreign Investors other than Indian nationals/companies will be required to invest in freely convertible
currency.
2.2.10 Repatriation
According to the section 5.4 of this policy, repatriation of capital and remittance of dividends shall be
governed by the Income Tax Act of the Kingdom of Bhutan, the Foreign Exchange Regulations of Bhutan,
the Foreign Direct Investment Policy, and Foreign Direct Investment Rules and Regulations.
2.2.11 Water Use Charges
According to the section 5.6 of this policy, no additional charges associated with water usage related to
the project will be charged.
2.2.12 Risk Mitigation
According to the section 5.8 of this policy, in case of an adverse geological and hydrological conditions
during construction or concession period that have not been anticipated at the time of granting the
license or in case of a force majeure event, the concession term can be extended up to a period not
exceeding 5 years. The extension will be decided by the RGoB after evaluating the impact of such an
event. The incentive/penalty (provided under section 5.2) shall not apply under such an event.
2.2.13 Fiscal Incentives
According to the section 6 of this policy, the Developer will be exempted from payment of corporate
income tax for a period of 10 years from the commercial operation date of the hydropower plant. This
exemption shall not apply to projects that have been directly awarded without any bidding process.
The Project Developer will be exempted from payment of all import duties and Bhutan sales taxes on
import of plant and equipment as direct input to the project during the construction period. No sales tax
or duty shall be levied on the export of electricity.
2.2.14 Dispute Resolution
According to the section 7 of this policy, any difference and/or disputes arising at any time between the
parties shall be resolved through mutual negotiations, failing which the matter may be resolved through
dispute resolution mechanism as specified in the PDA and CA.
2.2.15 Clean Development Mechanism
According to the section 8.2 of this policy, the RGoB shall levy tax on the income from sale of Certified
Emission Reduction (CER) or any other credits and the terms and conditions shall be specified in the CA.
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2.2.16 Off‐take of Electricity
According to the section 9 of this policy, after adjusting for Royalty Power/Energy, the Project Developer
can contract and export the electricity generated after complying with licensing regulations. The RGoB
shall have the first right to purchase any power/energy that it requires at the off‐take rate applicable at
the generating station bus bar.
2.2.17 Transmission and Load Dispatch
According to the section 10 of this policy, the Project Developer will be required to have a power
evacuation agreement with Bhutan Power Corporation (BPC) at the time of CA. The Developer shall be
responsible for laying transmission lines and connect to the nearest Grid sub‐station of BPC beyond
which the BPC will provide the transmission facilities for wheeling the electricity within Bhutan and if it
is for export, till the delivery point at the International border in coordination with the Importing
Country’s transmission entity. The Developer has to enter into an agreement with BPC for the
transmission service and will also be required to pay transmission and wheeling charges as determined
by the BEA from time to time for usage of BPC transmission system.
The Project Developer will be required to arrange, negotiate and manage the transmission infrastructure
facilities beyond Bhutan’s international boundary. The RGoB will provide support required for facilitating
the transmission of power with the Importing Country’s transmission entities.
The load dispatch procedures will be as notified by the System Operator designated by the BEA.
2.2.18 Regulatory Aspects
According to the section 11 of this policy, all Project Developers will be required to obtain construction
and generation license from BEA as per provisions of Electricity Act.
The RGoB shall facilitate provision of Composite License (electricity, water, trade, bulk supply etc.).
Apart from licensing provisions the project shall be required to comply with all regulations, codes and
standards pertaining to construction, operation and maintenance of the plant.
2.2.19 Environmental Requirement
According to the section 12 of this policy, the developer shall be required to carry out comprehensive
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) as per the environmental legislations of the Kingdom of Bhutan.
The implementation of Environment Management Plan (EMP) and other risk management measures
shall be the responsibility of the Project Developer at all stages of the project.
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2.2.20 Land Acquisition and Compensation
According to the section 13.1 of this policy, the RGoB shall acquire private land as per the Land Act 2007,
required to construct the hydropower project, the cost of which shall be charged to the project through
an annual lease rent. All land required for the project shall be leased to the Developer during the
Concession period.
In addition to land compensation provided above, the RGoB shall provide free electricity of 10,000 kWh
per annum for every acre of land (or prorated thereof) acquired for the Project from the Royalty Energy
after the Project comes into commercial operation till the end of the initial CA. The land owner may
either avail free electricity or cash in lieu thereof at the export rates from the project. Such benefits will
continue beyond the concession period.
2.2.21 Rehabilitation and Resettlement
According to the section 13.2 of this policy, the Developer shall provide an amount not exceeding 1% of
the project cost for the rehabilitation and resettlement of the displaced persons from the project area
and other local development activities, which shall be specified in the RfB. This amount shall be paid at
the time of signing the CA. The RGoB shall implement the Rehabilitation, Resettlement and Local
Development Plan in consultation with the Local Development Committee.
2.2.22 Basic Infrastructure
According to the section 13.3 of this policy, the necessary infrastructure for the
construction/development of the project and local area development will be part of the project and
shall be developed by the Developer, the scope of which will be indicated in the RfB and elaborated in
the DPR. In case the RGoB intends to bear a part of such cost, it will be specified in the RfB and the CA.
2.2.23 Local Employment
According to the section 13.4 of this policy, the Project Developer shall provide employment to 1
member of each of the displaced families adversely affected as a result of acquisition of land for the
project during the construction period of the project.
The Project Developer shall submit a Human Resources plan for the project implementation and
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) phases to the Ministry of Labour and Human Resources (MoLHR),
which shall facilitate timely recruitment or development of skills in collaboration with the Project
Developer. At least 75% of the employees shall be Bhutanese nationals during O&M phase. The
Company shall implement a training program endorsed by the MoLHR for transfer of technology and
enhancement of skills of Bhutanese workers.
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2.2.24 Exclusions
According to the section 14 of this policy, the RGoB may implement hydropower projects outside of this
Policy through any other models as deemed necessary in order to achieve the goal of accelerated
hydropower development.
2.2.25 Amendments
According to the section 15 of this policy, the RGoB may amend this policy as and when required.
2.2.26 Interpretation of the Policy
According to the section 16 of this policy, in the event of conflict of interpretation, the Ministry of
Economic Affairs shall, on behalf of the RGoB, be the authority to interpret various provisions of this
policy which shall be final and binding.
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Chapter 3
3.0

Electricity Act and Policy Framework of Nepal

Electricity sector of Nepal is governed by different Acts and policies. These are Electricity Act, 2049
(1992), Water Resources Act, 2049 (1992), Hydro Power Development policy, 2001, Water Resources
strategy, 2002, Foreign Investment and Technology Transfer Act, 1992 etc. Act and policy directly
related to the development of hydropower of Nepal are discussed in this chapter.
3.1

Major Elements of Electricity Act of Nepal

Electricity Act, 2049 (1992) of Nepal was gazette on 17 December 1992. This is the Act made for the
management and development of electricity in Nepal. Major elements of this Act related to the
installation of hydropower plants, its evacuation and export are briefly presented in the following
sections.
3.1.1

License

According to the section 3 of this Act, no person shall be entitled to conduct survey, generation,
transmission or distribution of electricity without obtaining license under this Act.
3.1.2

Provisions of License

According to the section 4 of this Act, a person or a corporate body, who desires to conduct survey,
generation, transmission or distribution of electricity, shall be required to submit an application to the
prescribed officer along with the economic, technical and environmental study report and with other
prescribed particulars on the relevant subject. Provided that such study report shall not be required to
be included while applying for the license to conduct the survey relating to electricity.
According to the section 5 of this Act, the term of license to be issued for the survey of electricity may
be of 5 years in maximum. The term of license to be issued for generations, transmission or distribution
of electricity may be of 50 years in maximum. In case a license is issued for a term less than prescribed
term, it shall be required to be renewed before one year of expiry of the term stipulated in the license.
According to the section 9 of this Act, Government may enter into agreement with the licensee for bulk
purchase of electricity, guarantee for the necessary capital to be invested or other financial and
technical matters.
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3.1.3

Ownership of the Property

According to the section 10.1 of this Act, the land, building, equipment and structure related to the
electricity generation plant or transmission and distribution line established by the foreign national or
corporate body as more than 50% of the total investment, shall be under the ownership of Government
after the expiry of the term as prescribed in the license.
The assets coming under the ownership of the Government pursuant to section 10.1 may be purchased
by the prior licensee on the amount as assessed pursuant to section 10.3 for generation, transmission or
distribution of electricity and after acquiring such asset, such person, after entering into an agreement
with the Government, shall generate, transmit or distribute electricity according to the agreement so
made.
According to the section 10.4 of this Act, the electricity generation plant, transmission or distribution
line established by the foreign national or corporate body as up to 50% of the total investment or
established without foreign investment shall be operated or managed by the prior licensee by entering
into an agreement with His Majesty's Government after the expiry of the term as prescribed in the
license on conditions as mentioned in the agreement so made.
3.1.4

Royalty

According to the section 11.1 of this Act, the licensee shall have to pay royalty to the Government at a
rate of Rs. 100 for each installed kilowatt of electricity per year plus 2% of the average tariff per unit (per
kilowatt hour) for a term of up to 15 years from the date of generation of electricity for commercial
purpose.
After the term specified in the section 11.1, the licensee shall have to pay royalty to the Government at
a rate of Rs. 1000 for each installed kilowatt of electricity per year plus 10% of the average tariff per unit
(per kilowatt hour).
3.1.5

Income Tax and Other Tax and Charge

According to the section 12 of this Act:
(2)

The licensee, who has obtained license for hydroelectricity generation, transmission or
distribution shall be levied an income tax lessened by 10% than the corporate income tax levied
pursuant to the prevailing law.

(3)

The licensee who has obtained license for hydroelectricity generation, transmission and
distribution shall be exempted from income tax for 15 years from the date of generation,
transmission and distribution of electricity for commercial purpose.
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(4)

The licensee, who has obtained license for hydroelectricity transmission or distribution, shall be
exempted from income tax for 10 years from the date of transmission or distribution of electricity.

(5)

If the licensee takes the responsibility to operate and manage the hydroelectricity generation
plant, transmission or distribution line owned by His Majesty's Government or purchases the
same, such licensee shall be exempted from income tax for 5 years from the date of such
undertaking or purchase.

(6)

If the licensee reinvests in hydroelectricity generation plant, transmission or distribution line for
its diversification of extension of installed capacity by 25% or more for modernization of
technology and develops subsidiary industry such licensee shall be entitled to deduct 50% of the
cost of new additional fixed assets from the net income earned from such hydroelectricity
generation plant, transmission and distribution line. Such deduction shall be provided in lump sum
or in installments within 3 years.

(7)

Customs duties and sales tax shall be levied as per the prevailing schedule for the import of
construction equipment, machines, tools and equipment required for repair and maintenance as
well as the spare parts thereof for hydroelectricity generation, transmission or distribution which
are produced and sold by local industries. Only 1% customs duties shall be levied for the import of
materials which are not produced in Nepal and no charge for import license and sales tax shall be
levied for such imports.

3.1.6

Repatriation of Investment

According to the section 13 of this Act, in case foreign currency has been invested in the generation,
transmission or distribution of hydroelectricity as a loan or share capital, the Government shall make
available necessary foreign currency at the prevailing market rate of foreign exchange for repatriation of
investment or repayment of principal or interest of loan.
3.1.7

Tariff

According to the section 17 of this Act, the Tariff Fixation Commission shall fix the electricity tariff and
other charges on the basis of the rate of depreciation, reasonable profit, mode of the operation of the
plant, changes in consumer's price index, royalty, etc.
According to the section 18.2 of this Act, while fixing electricity tariff and other charges (for one who
distributes electricity in isolation of the national grid) it may be so fixed that all investments made on
electricity generation, transmission or distribution is paid back in average of 25 years by deducting the
depreciation cost and a dividend of 25% on share capital is earned.
According to the section 21.1 of this Act, if any person desires to sell in bulk the electricity generated
pursuant to this Act, Government may purchase or cause to purchase such electricity to the national
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grid. As per 21.2 of this Act, the rate of electricity purchased pursuant to section 21.1, shall be
determined on the basis of fixed percentage of avoided cost or an addition to the generation cost or
fixed percentage of average tariff of Nepal Electricity Authority.
According to the section 21.3 of this Act, while determining the rate of electricity purchased pursuant to
the section 21.3, calculation shall be made in such a way that the total investment could be paid back in
25 years in average by deducting the depreciation cost.
3.1.8

Electricity Import‐Export

According to the section 22.1 of this Act, if the licensee desiring to distribute electricity by importing the
same within the Kingdom of Nepal, may do so by obtaining prior approval of the Government as
prescribed.
As per section 22.2 of this Act, the licensee desiring to export electricity generated on its own to the
foreign country may do so by entering into an agreement with the Government on such matter. In case
of export, the exporter shall have to pay export duty as prescribed to the Government.
3.1.9

Standard Fixation

According to the section 23 of this Act, Government may, by a notification published in the Nepal
Gazette, fix the quality standard of electricity, which is generated, transmitted and distributed pursuant
to this Act.
3.1.10 Security of Electricity Structure
According to the section 31 of this Act, Government may make necessary arrangement for the security
of any electricity generation plant, transmission plant, substation, or any reservoir made for generating
electricity or any other structure related to electricity, on the request of the licensee or by itself, if it
deems it necessary to provide such security.
If the security arrangement is made on the request of the licensee, all the expenses incurred for such
security shall be borne by the licensee.
3.1.11 Acquisition of Other’s Land
According to the section 33 of this Act, if it is required that the land and house of any person be used or
acquired for the purpose of generation, transmission, or distribution of electricity, Government may,
after conducting necessary enquiries into the matter, make available such land and house in the same
manner as it makes available to any corporate body under the prevailing laws. If the land is owned by
the government, such premises shall be made available on lease for the period up to the term of license.
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3.1.12 Government Involvement
According to the section 35 of this Act, notwithstanding anything written elsewhere in this Act, the
Government, by entering into a contract with any person or corporate body, may do or cause to do the
generation, transmission or distribution of electricity subject to the terms and conditions as mentioned
in such contract.
3.1.13 Appeal
According to the section 39 of this Act, any person who is not satisfied with the decision of the
cancellation of license by the prescribed authority or the decision on the amount of compensation given
(pursuant to section 29, 32 or 33) or an order of the punishment issued by the prescribed authority
(pursuant to subsection 1, 2 or 3 of section 38), an appeal against such decision or order may lie in an
appellate court within a period of 35 days.
3.1.14 Power to Frame Rules
According to the section 40 of this Act, the Government may frame necessary rules in order to carry out
the objectives of this Act.
3.2

Major Elements of Water Resources Act

This Act make arrangements for the rational utilization, conservation, management and development of
the water resources that are available in the Kingdom of Nepal in the form of surface water,
underground water or in whatsoever form. Major elements of Water Resources Act 2049 (1992) are
discussed in the following sections.
3.2.1

License

According to the section 4 of this Act, no person shall be entitled to utilize the water resources without
obtaining a license under this Act.
3.2.2

Utilization of Water Resources

According to the section 12 of this Act, notwithstanding anything written elsewhere in this Act, the
Government may, subject to the prevailing law, enter into a contract with any national or foreign
company, corporate body or person to develop or cause to develop, utilize and extend the services of
any water resources on such terms and conditions as mentioned in such contract.
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3.2.3

Appeal

According to the section 23 of this Act, any person who is not satisfied on the decision of the
compensation pursuant to the section 10, 15 or 16 or the decision of the cancellation of license
pursuant to the section 21 or an order of the punishment issued by the prescribed officer pursuant to
subsection 1, 2 or 3 of section 22, an appeal against such decision or order may lie in an appellate court
within a period of 35 days.
3.2.4

Power to Make Rules

According to the section 24 of this Act, the Government may frame rules in order to carry out the
objectives of this Act.
3.3

Foreign Investment and Technology Transfer Act, 1992

3.3.1

Permission

According to the section 3.1 permission of the Department of Industries (or any other department,
office or agency as specified by the Government) shall be required to be obtained for foreign investment
or technology transfer.
3.3.2

Facilities and Concessions

According to the section 5 of this Act, no income tax shall be imposed to a foreign investor on the
interest income earned from foreign loan. A foreign investor shall be levied income tax at a rate of 35%
only, on the income earned from foreign technical as well as management service fees and royalty.
3.3.3

Dispute Settlement

According to the section 7 of this Act, if any dispute could not be settled by mutual consultations, it shall
be settled by arbitration in accordance with the prevailing arbitration rules of the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL). The arbitration shall be held in Kathmandu. The
laws of Nepal shall be applicable in the arbitration.
As per 7.4 of this Act, notwithstanding anything contained above, disputes arising in regard to foreign
investment made in the industries with investment as prescribed may be settled as mentioned in the
foreign investment agreement.
3.4

Hydro Power Development Policy of Nepal

The Hydropower Development Policy, 2001 is the most comprehensive policy for the power sector of
Nepal. According to this policy, hydropower development in Nepal could make in the speedy
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development of not only the national economy but also the regional economy. It is expedient to put
forward efforts on integrated water resources development based on bilateral and regional
cooperation. One of the objectives of this policy is to develop hydropower as an exportable commodity.
According to the information of this policy, out of the total hydropower generation capacity of about
83,000 MW, about 42,000 MW of power generation appears feasible to date from financial‐technical
perspective.
3.4.1

Basic Strategy

According to the section 4.6 of this policy, it proposes to pursue a strategy of bilateral or regional
cooperation in the hydropower development sector taking into consideration the feasibility of
hydropower in Nepal and the demands of electric energy in neighboring countries in view of the fact
that development of hydropower in Nepal supports not only the domestic but also the regional
economy.
3.4.2

Basic Policies

According to the section 5.4 of this policy, appropriate incentive provisions shall be provided and
transparent process shall be pursued to attract national and foreign investment in hydropower
development. According to the section 5.16 of this policy, in view of the concept of bilateral and
regional cooperation and taking into consideration the abundant hydropower generation capacity in the
country, export of electricity shall be encouraged.
3.4.3

Environmental Provision

According to the section 6.1 of this policy, provisions to implement the programs identified under the
environmental impacts assessment study report shall be made in the project sites where
implementation of infrastructures such as power‐houses, embankment sites, tunnels or canals and
reservoirs, transmission lines, distribution lines of the hydropower generation project have direct
adverse impact. The prevailing laws shall govern the environmental matters during the construction of
hydropower projects.
3.4.4

Land Acquisition

According to the section 6.1.2 of this policy, the private sector obtaining the license shall be encouraged
to acquire the houses and land required to construct a hydropower project on its own. Provided,
however, that if the necessary houses and land could not be obtained, Government may make available
such houses and land to the private sector, in the same manner as it acquires the land to any institution
under the prevailing laws. The licensee has to bear all the expenditures incurred in obtaining such
houses and land. If the land is government owned, Government shall make it available on lease for a
period up to the term of license in accordance with the prevailing laws.
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3.4.5

Rehabilitation

According to the section 6.1.3 of this policy, the licensee has to rehabilitate and resettle the families to
be displaced while generating, transmitting and distributing electricity in accordance with the standards
specified by the Government.
3.4.6

Investment

As per section 6.3.1 of this policy, hydropower shall be developed attracting the investment of domestic
and foreign investors in the hydropower generation, transmission and distribution projects through sole
or Joint Venture Company and shall also be developed through Joint Venture Company of the private
sector and the public sector. In general, foreign investors shall be encouraged, with priority, to make
joint investment with Nepalese investors.
According to the section 6.3.3 of this policy, The Infrastructure Financial Institution to be established
under the Build, Operate and Transfer of Public Infrastructure Policy, 2000 shall also be utilized for the
hydropower generation and distribution projects.
According to the section 6.3.4 of this policy, the agreement made to receive loan from foreign
institutions for the investment in the projects related to generation, transmission and distribution of
hydroelectricity shall require approval of the Government in accordance with prevailing laws.
3.4.7

Transfer of Project

According to the section 6.5 of this policy, any hydropower generation project has to be transferred,
ipso facto, to the Government in a good running condition, after expiration of the period of time as
specified in the license. Government shall not provide any compensation therefore.
The Government may cause to operate the project so transferred by an agreement. In such operation of
the project, first priority shall be given to the previous operator company. Provision shall be made for
involvement of the Government as well in the operation of the hydropower project 2 years prior to the
expiration of the period for transferral.
3.4.8

Power Purchase Agreement

According to the section 6.6 of this policy, a power purchase agreement has to be made to sell and
purchase the hydropower generated and it should be transparent.
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3.4.9

Local Employment

According to the section 6.8.3 of this policy, the person licensed to build or operate a hydropower
project shall utilize Nepalese labor, skills, means and resources to the maximum extent possible and
shall also give priority to utilize local labor.
3.4.10 Investment Risk Management
According to the section 6.9 .1 of this policy, hydropower project, transmission system and distribution
system established by the private sector shall not be nationalized during the term of the license.
3.4.11 Investment Repatriation
According to the section 6.9 .2 of this policy, exchange facilities shall be provided to the foreign person,
firm or company making investment for the power generation, transmission or distribution project to be
constructed by the private sector to repatriate the amount necessary for repayment of the principal and
interest of the approved loan borrowed in foreign currency for the hydropower project from Nepal in
foreign currency at the prevailing exchange rate.
In the case of an export‐oriented power project, cent per cent of the payment of principal and the
interest on the loan, profit and dividend may be repatriated in the currency in which the income has
been received in Nepal by selling the electricity.
Other facilities to the foreign investor in relation to the foreign currency shall be as provided for in the
prevailing Foreign Investment and Technology Transfer Act.
3.4.12 Risk Compensation
According to the section 6.9.3 of this policy, if there occurs a geological and hydrological condition that
is adverse than was anticipated at the time of granting the hydropower generation license or a force
majeure event occurs, provisions shall be made to extend the term of the generation license up to a
period not exceeding 5 years as compensation, by evaluating the nature of risk and its impacts in order
to mitigate the impacts resulting from such risk.
According to the section 6.9.6 and 6.9.7 of this policy, failure of the Government to carry out the duties
required to be carried out by it, as stipulated in the license and in accordance with this policy, issues
related to such loss or damage shall be as set out in the agreement, the Government may extend the
license period in lieu of such compensation amount by evaluating the license period in terms of money.
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3.4.13 Settlement of Dispute
According to the section 6.9.11 of this policy, settlement of disputes shall be governed by the agreement
or by the prevailing law on foreign investment and technology transfer.
No additional or new tax, charge, tariff or governmental revenue under whatever title shall be levied on
the existing hydropower project except those levied in accordance with the agreement entered at the
time of issuance of the project license.
3.4.14 Export of Electricity
According to the section 6.11 of this policy, if the electric energy generated in the country is to be
exported abroad, it shall be done as per the agreement entered into between the exporter and the
Government.
Through mutual understanding, Government may purchase the power up to 10% of the electricity
generated from the export‐oriented projects for domestic consumption.
According to the section 6.11.3 of this policy, for identification of export oriented projects and its
development in private sector, necessary study shall be conducted towards extending power system at
the bilateral and regional level.
The Government may, if necessary, render appropriate assistance to conclude a power purchase
agreement for the power to be exported abroad.
3.4.15 License
According to the section 6.12 of this policy, Department of Electricity Development is the nodal point for
getting license for Study/Survey, Generation or Transmission etc.
According to the section 6.12.7 of this policy, license may be granted to export electricity from projects
with installed capacity of more than 100 MW and deemed appropriate by the Government. The license
for such a project shall be issued by the Government through invitation of proposals or through
negotiation with the applicant, who has submitted application for the license.
According to the section 6.12.8 of this policy, he license shall be issued by the Ministry of Water
Resources. According to the section 6.12.11 of this policy, the term of the study/survey license shall be
for a maximum period of 5 years. Generation project, supplying the internal demand will get license for
35 years and the export‐oriented hydropower project will get license for 30 years from the date of
issuance of the generation license. For storage project, the term of the generation license may be
extended for a maximum period of 5 years on the basis of the construction period.
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The term of the electricity transmission license shall be 25 years from the date of issuance of the license.
The term of the license for electricity transmission may be renewed for 10 years at a time in accordance
with the prevailing law. A body that obtains the generation, transmission license should be registered in
Nepal. Prior to obtaining the generation, transmission and distribution license, the license holder shall
furnish the guarantee as prescribed, to the Government.
3.4.16 Power Evacuation
According to the section 6.12.12 of this policy, any licensee shall be entitled to use the national grid
system by paying the specified fee for the transmission of the electricity generated by such a licensee.
For this purpose, necessary grid‐codes and basis for load dispatch on the use of the national grid system
shall be prepared.
According to the section 6.12.13 of this policy, electricity may be supplied independently in any area
under the local system without being connected to the national grid system after obtaining the license.
3.4.17 Royalty
According to the section 6.13 of this policy, a hydropower generator shall pay the royalty as follows to
the Government after the commencement of electricity generation:
Electricity Capacity

Up to 15 years
Annual
capacity
Royalty/ KW

Internal consumption project
1
Above 100 MW
Export‐oriented hydropower project
1
Run‐of‐the river
2
Storage
•

Energy
Royalty/ KWh

After 15 years*
Annual capacity
Royalty/ KW

Energy
Royalty/ KWh

Rs. 200/‐

2%

Rs. 1500/‐

10%

Rs. 400/‐
Rs. 500/‐

7.5%
10%

Rs. 1800/‐
Rs. 2000/‐

12%
15%

After 15 years from the date of commercial operation.

In the case of the export‐oriented project with an installed capacity of more than 1,000 MW, the rate of
royalty shall be settled by negotiations.
In the case of the hydropower projects which sell energy for internal consumption and exports the
remaining energy, the energy fee equivalent to that chargeable for the export‐oriented project shall be
charged on the quantum of energy exported abroad. The royalty shall have to be paid in the same
currency in which the exported electricity is sold.
Note: The following formula has been used herein to work out the energy royalty and the capacity
royalty.
Energy royalty = (Generated energy‐Self consumption) X Average Selling Price X Energy Royalty
Rate
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Capacity royalty = Capacity Royalty Rate X ( 1+5/100) year‐2058 (2001)X Installed capacity (kW)
3.4.18 Registration Fee
According to the section 6.13.2 of this policy, a registration fee of 0.0001% shall be charged for the
registration of deeds related to a foreign loan for investment on projects concerning hydropower
generation and transmission and on the registration of deeds conveyed to pledge the movable and
immovable assets (such as shares of a project company) in the name of the foreign lender for such loan.
3.4.19 Tax and Customs
According to the section 6.14 of this policy, the income‐tax payable in operating the hydropower
generation project and transmission system shall be as provided for in the prevailing Income Tax Act. At
present, no value added tax is levied on electricity tariff and machineries use during construction period.
According to the section 6.14.3 of this policy, only 1% customs duty shall be imposed on the devices,
equipment, machineries and spare parts related therewith to be imported with permission by the
project during the construction phase. Provided, however, that the value of such spare parts shall not
exceed 12% of the total value of the devices, equipment and other machineries to be imported.
In cases where the machines required for such project during the construction period have been
imported on the condition of taking them back, such machineries have to be taken back after
completion of the project. In the event of failure or inability to take them back, custom duty shall have
to be paid, at the prevailing rate, after completion of the project, as per the rules, on the remaining
value after deducting depreciation.
3.4.20 Regulatory Body
According to the section 6.15.1 of this policy, the existing Electricity Tariff Fixation Commission shall be
developed as a regulatory body. The functions of the regulatory body shall be to fix electricity tariff and
wheeling tariff, to monitor and supervise the safety of the electric system, and the reliability of supply
and quality standards of electricity, to prepare Grid Codes, to approve the criteria for load dispatch, to
prepare criteria for safety and quality standards of electricity, etc. Prior to concluding the power
purchase agreement, the basis for fixation of the rate of sale and purchase of electricity shall require a
review from the regulatory body.
3.4.21 Department of Electricity Development
According to the section 6.15.1 of this policy, the Department of Electricity Development shall issue
license, provide facilities available under the one window policy and to attract the private sector in the
development of hydropower, carry out acts related to the approval of the hydropower projects and
feasibility studies related to hydropower projects.
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3.4.22 Water and Energy Commission
According to the section 6.15.1 of this policy, the Water and Energy Commission shall carry out acts
related to national load forecast for electricity and system planning study, acts related to preliminary
identification of hydropower projects and to conduct various policy research works for electricity
development.
3.4.23 Nepal Electricity Authority
According to the section 6.15.2 of this policy, the functions pertaining to the operation of the power
centers, operation of electricity transmission and national grid, and electricity distribution owned by the
Nepal Electricity Authority shall be gradually unbundled, and appropriate institutional arrangement shall
be made therefore. An autonomous public body shall be entrusted the responsibility for operation of
the national grid.
3.4.24 Government in Hydropower Projects
According to the section 6.16 of this policy, the Government may, as per necessity, build and operate
hydropower projects on its own, by concluding, and in accordance with, a treaty or agreement with any
friendly country or international organization.
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Chapter 4
4.0

Synopsis of Legal Frameworks

This Chapter summarizes the consolidated pictures of legal frameworks of Bhutan and Nepal with
respect to installation of hydropower plants, its evacuation, export and other related laws, regulations
and policies. These are the base legal frameworks of Bhutan and Nepal. Table 4 summarizes the general
information of the legal frameworks of the two hydro‐rich countries.
Table 4 : General Information of Bhutan and Nepal
Subject
Hydropower Potential, MW
Hydropower Developed, MW
(2009)
Untapped Hydropower, MW
Related Laws

4.1

Bhutan
30,000
1488 (5%)
95.04%
‐ Environmental Legislations of
Bhutan
‐ Land Act, 2007
‐ Company’s Act of Bhutan
‐ Forest & Nature Conservation Act
‐ FDI Policy
‐ FDI Rules & Regulations

Nepal
42,000
628.19 (1.50%)
98.50%
‐ Foreign Investment &
Technology Transfer Act
‐ Income Tax Act
‐ Public Infrastructure Policy,
2000

Electricity Acts

Table 4.1 summarizes the Electricity Act of Bhutan and Nepal on the basis of certain important
parameters. According to the Act, Bhutan has assigned Bhutan Electricity Authority as Regulator, but in
the case of Nepal, it is mentioned that Tariff Fixation Commission will be converted into Regulator.
For both the countries, license is required for electricity generation, transmission and export, and after
the completion of license period, generation assets will be transferred to the respective government. In
this case, new agreement will be required to operate further.
Electricity Acts of Bhutan and Nepal assured open access to national grid for evacuation of power with
the provision of fees and other charges, without discrimination. For acquisition of land, both the
governments will provide assistance as per law of the land and mostly, these will be leased for the
license period.
In the Electricity Act of Bhutan, there is no mention about the provision of royalty, but Electricity Act of
Nepal has given the structure of royalty for generation plants. In the Electricity Act of Bhutan,
contingency provision is mentioned, but in the case of Nepal, there is no clear indication about it.
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According to the Act of Bhutan, technical standards and other related issues will be set by BEA, but for
Nepal, it will be announced by gazette notification. Electricity Act of Bhutan does not mention anything
Table 4.1 : Consolidated Features of Electricity Acts of Bhutan and Nepal
Subject

Bhutan
Bhutan Electricity Authority
‐ Required (Construction, Generation,
Transmission, System Operation,
distribution, Sale, Export, Import)
‐ Exemption by Authority (Statutory
Order)
‐ Max. 30 years + renewal
‐ 100% to GOB after 30 yrs.
‐ New agreement with GOB
‐ No mention

Regulator
License

Transfer of Property
Royalty

Nepal
Tariff Fixation Commission
‐ Required (Survey, Generation,
Transmission, Distribution)
‐ Survey: For 5 Yrs.
‐ G/T/D: For Max. 50 Yrs.

‐
‐
‐

‐

Transmission Open Access
System Operator
Export/Bulk Supply

Land & Water Acquire

Contingency Provision
Technical Standards
Income Tax/Custom Duty

‐
‐
‐
‐

Allowed
Fees & other charges applicable
No discrimination to any party
Through bulk supplier (License required)

‐ Acquire private land through Minister/
GOB
‐ Follow: Forest & Nature Conservation
Act and Land Act
‐ Royalty by Authority (As per law)
‐ No water use charge for large & mega
projects
‐ By Minister with the approval of
Cabinet
‐ Set by BEA
‐ No mention

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

No mention

‐
‐

Set by gazette notification
G+T+D: Exempted from income
tax for 15 yrs. from COD
T/D: Exempted from income
tax for 10 yrs. from COD
1% custom duty for import of
non‐local materials.

‐

‐ BEA
‐ No mention

Through GON
Agreement with GON by
Licensee
Export duty (As per GON)
Private land: As per prevailing
laws
Government land to be leased
up to license period

‐

‐

Appeal
Repatriation of Investment

100% to GON after 50 yrs.
New agreement with GON
Up to 15 yrs. from COD: Rs
100/KW (installed cap.) + 2% of
av. tariff/KWh
After 15 yrs. of COD:
Rs 1,000/KW (inst. Cap.)+ 10%
of av. Tariff/KWh
Through GON

‐
‐

Appellate Court
Repatriation of investment or
repayment of principal or
interest on loan as per
prevailing market rate
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about export duty, but according to the Electricity Act of Nepal, export duty will be charged as per
decision of the government.
Income tax or custom duties etc. are not mentioned in the Electricity Act of Bhutan, but in the case of
Nepal, generation, transmission and distribution are exempted from income tax for 15 years from the
date of commercial operation. Besides, 1% custom duty will be applicable on import of non‐local
materials.
In the case of dispute resolution, BEA is the legal authority to resolve dispute in Bhutan. In Nepal,
appellate court is the legal authority. Electricity Act of Bhutan does not clear its position on repatriation
of investment, but according to the Electricity Act of Nepal, repatriation is allowed as per prevailing
foreign exchange market rate.
4.2

Hydropower Development Policies

Table 4.2 shows the consolidated picture of Hydropower Development Policy of Bhutan and Nepal.
Hydropower Development Policy of both the countries provides detailed picture of different policy
instruments. In short, it may be called as updatation and elaboration of the Electricity Acts of Bhutan
and Nepal.
Both the policies describe the organizational structures of the sector with specific responsibilities.
According to the policy, Department of Energy, Bhutan Power Corporation and Bhutan Electricity
Authority are major organizations related to the development of hydropower of Bhutan. On the other
hand, Water and Energy Commission, Department of Electricity Development, Nepal Electricity
Authority and Tariff Fixation Commission are the nodal agencies for Nepal.
For both the countries, investment model is more or less same, Build‐Own‐Operate‐Transfer after the
completion of initial license period. In Bhutan, license for generation plant may be extended for
maximum 15 years and in Nepal, it may be extended maximum 5 years for the case of storage type
generation plants. But for both the countries, registration of the developer is obligatory under the
existing law of the country.
In Bhutan, ownership structure for large and mega projects (i.e. >150 MW>1,000 MW) may be through
joint venture or 100% foreign direct investment or through public‐private partnership. In Nepal, it may
be sole or joint venture or joint venture through public‐private partnership. In Bhutan, there is a
limitation for single maximum ownership. A single company can be the owner of maximum 3 projects
with a total installed capacity of 2,000 MW. But in the case of Nepal, there is no limitation. In the same
way, Bhutan has mentioned equity participation for investment for joint venture projects, where there is
no mention in the case of Nepal.
According to the policy, Department of Energy of Royal Government of Bhutan will provide assistance or
guidelines for project identification or feasibility study, but for Nepal, it will be done at bilateral and
regional level or by Department of Electricity Development.
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Bidding process for hydropower generation plants in Bhutan is more specific and details of the
procedures have been provided in the policy. In the case of Nepal, bidding process is not as detailed as
Table 4.2 : Consolidated Features of Hydropower Development Policy of Bhutan and Nepal
Subject
Organizational
Structure

Bhutan
DOE‐ Policy & planning
BPC‐T&D and system operator
BEA‐ Regulator

Investment Model

‐ BOOT (Handover to GOB after 30 yrs.)
‐ 30 yrs. (Excluding construction period)
‐ Extended max. 15 yrs.

Registration of Project
Developer

‐ Registration under Company’s Act of
Bhutan

Ownership Structure

(>150 MW and ≤1,000 MW)
‐ Join Venture or 100% FDI

Equity Participation
PPP Structure

‐ 1 Company (Max.3 Prjt.+ Max. 2,000 MW)
‐ Min. 51% GOB share (Through Bidding)
‐ Max. 26% Private (Without bidding‐special
approval of GOB)
‐ RGOB/Department of Energy

Project Identification /
Feasibility Study
Bidding Process

Royalty

‐ Pre‐Q>RfB Issue>Up‐front premium, bid
security & other fees (if any)>LOA (50%
deposit of UFP at the time of LOA)>PDA
(rest 50% at the time of PDA
signing>DPR>CA
‐ Through Bidding Process: Min. 12% of
electricity (1st 12 yrs.)+ Min. 18%
(thereafter till end of concession period)
‐ Any exception by GOB

Nepal
WEC‐ Forecast, Planning etc.
DED‐License, F/S etc.
NEA‐ T&D and system operator
Tariff Fixation Commission‐
Regulator
‐ Sole/JVC/PPP
‐ BOOT (Handover to GOB after 30
yrs.‐Need new agreement to
operate after contract period)
‐ Study/Survey: 5 Yrs
‐ Gen.(Local): 35 yrs.
‐ Gen.(Export): 30 yrs. (from
license issue date)
‐ Gen.(Storage): May be extended
max. 5 yrs.
‐ Trns.:25 yrs. (Renewed for 10yrs.)
‐ Registration in Nepal
‐ Registration fee of 0.0001%
related to foreign loan for
investment on projects
>100‐1,000 MW
‐ Sole/JV/JVPPP
‐ No mention
‐ No mention

‐ At bilateral and regional level
‐ By Dept. of Elec. Dev.
‐ Invitation of
proposals/negotiation with the
applicant
‐ Project agreement with the GON
‐ In the currency of export
‐ >100‐1,000 MW
For run‐of‐the river project:
Rs.400/KW/Yr.+KWh*7.5% (up to
15 yrs) and Rs 1,800/KW/Yr. +
KWH*12% (after 15 yrs):
For storage project:
Rs. 500/KW/Yr.+KWh*10% (up to
15 yrs) and Rs 2,000/KW/Yr. +
KWH*15% (after 15 yrs)
‐ >1,000 MW‐ Settled by
negotiations
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Subject
Mode of Royalty
Payment
Rebate/Penalty

Risk Compensation
Fiscal Incentives(Tax &
Customs)

Dispute Resolution

Bhutan
‐ Energy/Cash (Highest sold price)
‐ 1% per yr. of early completion of work(for
1st 5 yrs from COD)
‐ Opposite to rebate (Penalty)
‐ Construction/Concession period can be
extended up to 5 yrs.
‐ No import duties & sales taxes on
construction materials (plant &
machineries)
‐ Up to 10 yrs (from COD), no corporate
income tax (Through Bidding Process)
‐ No sales tax or duty on export of electricity
‐ Mutual negotiations
‐ As per PDA/CA

Export of Electricity

‐ 1st Royalty Power
‐ 2nd priority to sale to GOB
‐ 3rd priority to export

Power Evacuation

‐ Agreement between PD & BPC during CA
‐ Construction by PD
‐ Service agreement with BPC (Tr.+ wheeling
charge as per BEA)
‐ PD’s responsibility
‐ RGOB facilitate transmission of power for
export
‐ Construction and generation by PD
‐ GOB facilitate for Composite License
(Electricity, water, trade, bulk supply etc.)
‐ Regulations, codes and standards set by
BEA
‐ EIA must
‐ GOB acquire private land on annual lease
rent basis (As per RfB) paid during CA

: Beyond Border

Regulatory Aspects
(License)

Environmental Issue
Land Acquisition

Rehabilitation &
Resettlement
Basic Infrastructure
Local Employment

‐ 1% of project cost by Developer to
displace persons etc. (As per RfB) to be
paid at the time of signing CA
‐ By Developer (As per RfB)
‐ 1 person per family during construction
(displaced family)
‐ At least 75% Bhutanese national (For
O&M)

Nepal
‐ In the same rate and currency of
export
‐ No mention

‐ Generation license may be
extended max. 5 yrs.
‐ As per prevailing Income Tax Act
‐ No VAT on electricity tariff
‐ 1% custom duty on spare parts

‐ As per agreement
‐ Prevailing law on foreign
investment & technology transfer
‐ Installed capacity must be >100
MW
‐ Agreement with MOWR, GON
‐ On mutual understanding GON
may purchase up to 10% of
electricity generated from export‐
oriented projects
‐ Entitled to use national grid by
paying specific fee

‐ Govt. may render appropriate
assistance to conclude a PPA for
power export abroad
‐ MOWR (DED): Authority
‐ Gen (Local): 35 yrs
‐ Gen(Export): 30 yrs
‐ Local registration required
‐ EIA must
‐ GON may acquire land as per
prevailing laws
‐ Govt. land to be leased up to
license period
‐ By the licensee as per GON

‐ By the licensee
‐ Utilize local labor, skills, means and
resources possible to the max.
extent
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Subject
Exclusion

Bhutan
‐ GOB may implement hydropower projects
outside this policy for accelerated
hydropower development

Investment
Risk/Repatriation of
Capital & Remittance of
Dividends

As per:
‐ Income Tax Act of Bhutan
‐ Foreign Exchange Regulations
‐ FDI Policy
‐ FDI Rules & Regulations

Clean Development
Mechanism

‐ Tax on the income from sale of CER (As per
CA)

Nepal
‐ GON may build & operate
hydropower projects on its own,
by concluding, and in accordance
with, a treaty or agreement with
any friendly country or
international organization.
‐ No nationalization during the
license period
‐ Repatriation of investment in
foreign currency at the market
rate
‐ As per Foreign Investment &
Technology Transfer Act
‐ No mention

mentioned in the policy of Bhutan. But as per policy, it will follow the process of invitation of proposals,
negotiations etc. with the government of Nepal.
In the hydropower development policy of Bhutan, provision for Up‐front premium, royalty for different
time‐period are mentioned and these are applicable for all types of plants, whether storage or run‐of‐
the‐river. For Nepal, royalty is different for different types of plants and this is a combination of capacity
and energy. But both the policies have provision of any exception by the government on royalty issue.
Payment of royalty is different for Bhutan and Nepal. For Bhutan, mode of payment may be in the form
of energy or cash, but in the case of Nepal, it would be in the same rate and currency of export.
For early completion of the project, policy of Bhutan provides rebate or penalty and for Nepal, there is
no mention about it. But both the policies have provision for risk compensation. According to the policy
of Bhutan, in case of an adverse geological and hydrological conditions during construction or
concession period that have not been anticipated at the time of granting the license or in case of a force
majeure event, the concession term can be extended up to a period not exceeding 5 years. For Nepal,
generation license may be extended by maximum 5 years due to adverse geological and hydrological
condition.
In Bhutan, developer will not have to pay import duties and sales taxes on construction materials, and
up to 10 years from the date of commercial operation of the plant, corporate income tax will not be
levied. At the same time, there will be no sales tax or duty on export of electricity. In the case of Nepal,
the income‐tax payable in operating the hydropower generation project and transmission system shall
be as provided for in the prevailing Income Tax Act. At present, no value added tax is levied on electricity
tariff and machineries use during construction period. According to the policy, only 1% customs duty
shall be imposed on the devices, equipment, machineries and spare parts related therewith to be
imported with permission by the project during the construction phase. Provided, however, that the
value of such spare parts shall not exceed 12% of the total value of the devices, equipment and other
machineries to be imported.
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For dispute resolution, Bhutan will follow the policy of mutual negotiations, failing which the matter
may be resolved through dispute resolution mechanism as specified in the Project Development
Agreement or Concession Agreement. In the case of Nepal, it will be resolved as per agreement or
through prevailing law on foreign investment and technology transfer.
For the export of electricity, after meeting royalty power, government of Bhutan will get priority before
export. In the case of Nepal, on mutual understanding, government of Nepal may purchase up to 10% of
electricity from export oriented power projects. For the evacuation of power, both the countries will
provide access to their national grid. In the policy, power evacuation mechanism of Bhutan is more
detailed than Nepal. But according to the policy, both the countries will provide assistance for power
export.
Environmental Impact Assessment study has got importance in the policies of Bhutan and Nepal. To
develop any hydropower related structure requires environmental compliance. As per policy, both the
government will provide necessary assistance for land acquisition and this will be on lease basis.
Rehabilitation and resettlement is one of the factors of these policy instruments. In the case of Bhutan,
1% of the project cost has to be paid to the government at the time of signing Concession Agreement.
For Nepal, it will be decided by the government as per agreement.
In Bhutan, developer has to engage 1 person per displaced family during construction period and at
least 75% Bhutanese have to be engaged during the period of operation and maintenance. But in the
case of Nepal, the policy encourages utilization of local labor, skills, means and resources possible to the
maximum extent.
Hydropower Development Policy of Bhutan has cleared its position on Clean Development Mechanism.
According to this policy, RGoB shall levy tax on the income from sale of Certified Emission Reduction and
terms and conditions shall be specified in the Concession Agreement. But for Nepal, there is no mention
about Clean Development Mechanism.
Another important issue of the Hydropower Development Policy of Bhutan and Nepal is exclusion.
According to the policy, government of Bhutan may implement hydropower projects outside this policy
for accelerated hydropower development. And government of Nepal may build and operate
hydropower projects on its own, by concluding, and in accordance with a treaty or agreement with any
friendly country or international.
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Chapter 5
5.1

Conclusion

South Asia is a region of developing economy. A large section of population of the region is struggling
hard for survival. Governments of South Asia have taken multi‐prong strategies to uplift the economic
conditions of the common people. In this regard, leaders of South Asia have emphasized on the need of
regional cooperation through developing regional and sub‐regional energy resources in an integrated
manner. They have also stressed on the urgent need to develop the regional hydro potential and grid
connectivity. According to the statistics by 2020, share of electricity sector on total fuel based primary
energy demand of South Asia would be almost 52%. Conventional sources of primary fuel for electricity
generation in South Asia are shrinking. From statistics, it is understood that amongst the hydro rich
countries, India and Pakistan have their own electricity demands, which will be consumed by the
countries themselves. On the other hand, Bhutan and Nepal have total around 66 mtoe/year untapped
apparently non‐diminishing hydro potential. From the outcome of different techno‐economical studies,
it is observed that there are ample opportunities to set up regional or sub‐regional hydropower plants in
Bhutan and Nepal. These power plants will also act as an important element of SAARC Energy Ring.
This study critically reviewed the existing Electricity Laws and Hydropower Development Policies and
other related documents of Bhutan and Nepal. Both the countries have hydropower export friendly laws
and policies. They have very specific laws and policies on license, transfer of properties, royalty, land
acquisition, investment model, risk compensation, power evacuation, environmental aspect,
rehabilitation and resettlement issues etc. Mechanisms of royalty payment for exporting energy are
different for Bhutan and Nepal. Up‐front premium of Bhutan and export duty of Nepal are not clearly
specified. Mechanisms of dispute resolution, income tax and custom duties, CDM, and setting of
technical standards may require further attention for review to facilitate the installation of regional or
sub‐regional power plants. Moreover, according to the flexibility lies with the existing laws and policies
of both the countries is that SAARC may consider these legal frameworks as basis for developing
common legal framework for regional or sub‐regional hydropower plants in consultation with Bhutan
and Nepal.
5.2
•
•
•
•

Moving Forward
SAARC may utilize its Expert Group on Electricity to develop a framework agreement for regional
hydropower plants in Bhutan and Nepal.
SAARC Development Fund may be utilized as seed money for the installation of regional or sub‐
regional hydropower plants.
Through Venture Capital regional or sub‐regional power plants may be established.
Sharing of electricity may follow swap mechanism or share on investment.
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Annexure 1
Power Sector of Bhutan
Existing Power Scenario
It is believed that Bhutan is endowed with 30,000 MW of hydropower resources. As per Updated Power
System Master Plan April 2004, the technically feasible hydropower generation potential is around
23,760 MW. Hydro electricity has been playing a pivotal role to boost up the economy of Bhutan.
Presently, it contributes to over 45% of the revenues of the country. Geographical location, hydro
potential and hydro friendly situation as compared to other countries, have created ample opportunity
to expand and utilize the hydro potential. The mandate of power sector of Bhutan is to meet the
electricity requirements of the country both for household consumption and industrial demand in a
safe, reliable and affordable manner, and also to ensure revenue from export of power. So far 52% of
rural villages are electrified. In the far flung areas, where extension of the grid supply is not economically
feasible, exploration of possibilities to harness energy from biomass, solar and min‐micro hydropower
resources have been taken. Out of total electricity generation from major hydro plants, almost 70% to
85% is exported. Average growth rate of electricity is 8%. Vision of Bhutan is electricity for all by 2020.
Power Generation
At present, major grid connected electricity generation capacity of Bhutan is 1,480 MW and firm power
generation during winter is 342 MW (November to April). In addition, around 20.5 GWh energy is
generated from 20 mini‐micro hydro power plants, whose total installed capacity is 7.95 MW. Out of 20
units, 4 units of total 2.66 MW capacities are connected to the grid system. Where there is no grid
connection, diesel generators are the only source of supply. As on 2007, total diesel power generation
capacity was around 15.5 MW. In FY 2007, total energy consumption of Bhutan was 902.47 GWh. Firm
power availability is limited during the lean winter season. The existing major hydropower plants in
operation are given in Table 1.
Table 1 : Major Hydropower Plants in Operation
Name of Plant
Chhukha
Basochhu Upper Stage
Kurichhu
Basochhu Lower Stage
Tala
Total

Installed Capacity
(MW)
336
24
60
40
1,020
1,480

Av. Annual Generation
(GWh)
2,024
105
400
291
4,865
7,865

Table 2 shows annual energy generation and its consumption from major hydropower plants in Bhutan.
Figure 1 shows the typical daily load curve of Bhutan, which is more or less flat through out the day.
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Table 2 : Annual
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3,273.93
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Figure 1 : Typical Daily load Curve of
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completed by 2011. The distribution line is considered from 33 KV and below. All 20 districts in Bhutan
have access to electricity.
Power Tariff
The tariffs in electricity sector have always been low in Bhutan. The earlier policy of fixing the tariffs was
based on affordability of the customer, the incentives for electricity use in different sectors. With
economy having stabilized and growth being reasonable, the regulatory authority now ensures that
tariffs are sustainable with almost no subsidy. This has resulted in gradual increase in tariffs over the last
3 to 4 years. It is expected that this increase in tariff would continue till the recoveries at least match the
export price of electricity. In FY 2006, Bhutan Power Company earned US 0.89 million (Nu 43.28 million)
as net profit. For non‐grid areas, government provides subsidies to Bhutan Power Corporation (BPC) for
diesel generation and cost of diesel generation was around US 30.84 cents to US 41.12 cents per unit.
For internal transmission, transmission wheeling charge is US 0.003 cents (Nu 0.125/unit) per unit.
Power Supply and Demand Assessment
Chronological increase of industrial demand is the main cause of increase of electricity demand in
Bhutan. In 2006, peak demand for electricity was 128 MW, which increased to 157 MW in 2007. Load
factor for the energy consumption was 65% in 2007. East‐West interconnection through 220 KV Tsirang‐
Gelephu link and commissioning of Punatsangchhu‐1 by 2014 would solve the present marginal shortfall
of electricity all over Bhutan i.e. West, Central and eastern areas. Table 3 shows future electricity
demand of Bhutan.
Table 3 : Electricity Demand Scenario of Bhutan (MW)
Year
Supply
Demand
Year
Demand

2007
1,485.95
190
2015
342

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

239
2016
366

258
2017
388

279
2018
411

299
2019
436

320
2020
462

Hydro Potential
Bhutan and India have agreed to a final list of 10 hydropower projects with a total capacity of 11,576
MW to be constructed in Bhutan by 2020. Of the 10, 6 projects with a total power of 9,340 MW will be
implemented by the two countries on the ‘Inter‐Governmental Model’ of 40% grant and 60% loan. The
remaining four with the 2,236 MW will be on the joint venture model, whereby public sector companies
from both the countries will carry out the project. List of the projects is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4 : Hydropower Projects of Bhutan for Power Export
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Project Name
Punatsangchhu‐I
Mangdechhu
Punatsangchhu‐II
Chamkarchhu
Kuri Gangri
Amochhu Reservoir
Sunkosh Reservoir
Wangchhu Reservoir
Kholongchhu
Bunakha Reservoir
Total

Installed Capacity (MW)
1,200
720
1,000
1,670
1,800
900
4,000
900
486
180
11,576

Construction Mode
Inter‐Govt.
Inter‐Govt.
Inter‐Govt.
Inter‐Govt.
Inter‐Govt.
Inter‐Govt.
Inter‐Govt.
Joint Venture
Joint Venture
Joint Venture

The Punatsangchhu Hydroelectric Project Authority (PHPA) has already been formed. Pre‐construction
activities have already started from the end of 2007. The agreement to prepare the Detailed Project
Reports (DPR) for Punatsangchhu‐II and Mangdechhu was signed in September 2006 between the Royal
Government of Bhutan and the Government of India. Investigation and preparation of DPRs would take
two years. Punatsangchhu‐I has been tendered out and awarded to Larsen and Turbo (L&T) for the
construction of dam, worth Nu 12.4 billion, Hindustan Construction Company (HCC) for power house,
worth about Nu 7.0 billion, and Gmman India for the headrace tunnel, worth about Nu4.0 billion. The
1,200 MW Punatsangchhu‐I is expected to be completed by 2015. The next project to be implemented
right after Punatsangchhu‐I would be the Mangdechhu 720 MW. According to plan, all the 10 projects
would start construction work by 2012‐13. The public sector companies identified by Indian government
for developing projects in Bhutan are mainly the Teri Hydropower Development Corporation, the
National Thermal Power Corporation, National Hydro Power Corporation and Satluj Jal Vidut Nigam Ltd.
The ‘Bhutan Sustainable Hydropower Development Policy’ states that foreign private companies could
invest in hydropower development following the BOOT (build, own, operate and transfer) system for a
period of 30 years with a possible extension of another 15 more years. Under BOOT system, foreign
developer will be exempt from paying corporate tax for the first 10 years of operations among other
incentives including the waiving off of import duties and sales tax on import of equipment for the
project.
Works on the CDM Dagachhu Hydroelectric Project of 114 MW have already been initiated at the end of
2007. The annual average generation is expected to be 360 GWh. Dagachu 114 MW project is the first
commercial ventures in hydropower, where Tata Power holds 26% equity share. Apart from Tata, Druk
Green Power Corporation holds 59% and National Pension and Provident Fund holds 15% of the equity
share. Asian Development Bank and Oesterreichische Kontrolbank (OeKB) will supply the credit part.
Total investment cost of this project is amounting to US$ 214 million.
From different study, it is felt that 400 kV transmission system may not be adequate to evacuate over
20,000 MW power from Bhutan to the Indian border. Therefore, there is a need to study and assess the
requirement of HVDC system or high voltage AC system (say 765 kV). The altitude is a major factor for
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constructing high voltage transmission in the country. Most of the southern belt of Bhutan has very
unstable areas and may prove dangerous from reliability considerations to construct transmission lines
all over the areas. Walk‐on‐survey for a double circuit 400 kV transmission line from Mangdechhu
(Yurmoo) to Jigmeling (Chuwabari) in Sarpang is being carried out presently by BPC. On this route,
construction of 400 kV transmission line need not pass through high altitudes. Bhutan also has a plan to
conduct Transmission Master Plan Study to evacuate its future generated power in optimal way.
Source: Obaid, IEPSA:Vision 2020, SEC
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Annexure 2
Power Sector of Nepal
Existing Power Scenario
Nepal is endowed with huge hydro potential, but these are mostly untapped. In FY 2008, hydro
contributed 30% of the total energy demand and import from India contributed around 13%. Domestic
consumers are the largest consumers, consumed 40.52% of the sales in FY 2008, while contributed to
40.66% of total revenue collected. Revenue collection from industry was less than the percentage of
energy sold. Annual growth rate of energy and peak load is 8%. In FY 2007, amount of load shedding was
9.97% against demand of 648 MW. In FY 2008, percentage of load shedding increased to 23.42% and
percentage of energy shedded was 8.81%. As all the hydro power plants are run‐of‐river type, Nepal is
facing huge load shedding during winter seasons and in 2009 duration of load shedding increased to 16
hours in a day.
Power Generation
At present, Nepal has an installed capacity of 451.8 MW (2008), out of which, 398.39 MW (16 nos.) is
hydro and 53.41 MW (2 no. diesel power plants) is thermal. In FY 2007, total available electricity
generation was 3,051.82 GWh and contribution from hydro was 1,747.42 GWh. For the same period,
imported energy from India was 328.83 GWh and exported to India was 76.87 GWh. Figure 1 shows the
typical daily load curve of Nepal, which shows a sharp increase of electricity demand during evening
peak hours.
Figure 1 : Typical Daily Load Curve of Nepal

Transmission and Distribution
Nepal has 2,076 km. of 132 KV and 586 km. of 66 KV transmission line along with 7 km of 66 KV
underground transmission cable. It has substation capacity of 1,089 MVA and 2,485 km of 33 KV
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distribution line. Transmission and distribution loss in FY 2007 was 26.71%. Figure 2 shows the electrical
network diagram of Nepal.
Figure 2 : Electrical Network Diagram of Nepal

Under Indo‐Nepal Cross Border Transmission Links, there are four possible interconnections in different
parts of Nepal that would link to major grid substations in India. The following four Cross Border
Transmission Interconnections at 400 kV double circuits have been identified:
1. Dhalkebar ‐ Mujaffarpur (Bihar, India) Transmission Line
2. Duhabi ‐ Purnia (Bihar, India) Transmission Line
3. Butwal ‐ Gorakhpur (UP, India) Transmission Line
4. Anarmani – Silgudhi (India) Transmission Line
These cross border links would connect the major Nepalese grid substations with major northern Indian
grid substations, which would enable smooth transfer of power between Nepal and India. Although
these transmission lines would be constructed at 400 kV, considering the power transfer requirement
and stepping down to 220 kV of Nepalese power system, initially these lines will be charged at 220 kV.
At 400 kV with double circuit, each of these links would be able to transfer about 1,000 MW of power,
while at 220 kV power transfer capability would be limited to about 600 MW.
Out of these links, the Dhalkebar to Majaffrpur line is being jointly implemented by Nepal Electricity
Authority (NEA) and Infrastructure Leasing and Financing Services, India (ILFS). About 45 km of
transmission line from Dhalkebar to Bhittamod near Indo‐Nepal Border is under the Nepalese territory.
The responsibility of constructing the line in Nepalese territory lies with NEA, while that in India will be
with ILFS. NEA has received grants from Government of India (GOI) to construct the transmission line in
Nepal. The total cost of Nepalese portion of the line (45 km) is estimated to be 1,310 million Nepalese
rupees. This cost includes transmission line and necessary substations. The estimated construction time
is two years.
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In Duhabi to Purnia transmission line, about 22 km of transmission line from Duhabi to Jogbani lies
inside Nepal. Funding for this line has not been committed by any sources. NEA is carrying out
preliminary works like route survey and EIA studies for this project. Total length of Butwal to Gorakhpur
transmission line is about 76 km and about 25 km lies inside Nepal. Similarly, Anarmani to Silgudhi
transmission line is about 65 km long and this link would connect the eastern part of Nepal with north‐
eastern part of India. On average, these lines would need about two years for construction. These four
Indo‐Nepal Transmission links would have completely covered the major substation of Nepal from East
to West.
Power Tariff
Electricity tariff was last updated in 2001. In the year 2007 and 2008, average cost of supply was US 9.15
cents (NRP 7.09) and US 9.55 cents (NPR 7.4) per unit respectively. On the other hand, average revenue
was US 8.65 cents per unit for the same period. As a result, power sector of Nepal is facing financial loss
and budget deficit. In FY 2007, NEA incurred a loss of USD 7.49 million (NRs 5,801.61 million) and in FY
2008 it is expected that the loss figure would increase to USD 9.21 million (NRs 7,133.77 million).
Power Supply and Demand Assessment
Annual growth rate of energy and peak demand of Nepal is 8%. During winter season, electricity
generation decreases to a minimum level, which causes huge load shedding. According to NEA, future
electricity demand scenario of Nepal is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 : Electricity Supply and Demand Scenario
Year
Supply
Demand
Year
Demand

2007
583
648
2015
1,387

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

879
2016
1,510

967
2017
1,641

1,057
2018
1,770

1,163
2019
1,907

1,272
2020
2,052

Hydro potential
The geographical constitution of Nepal, with great variations in altitude from the high Himalayas to the
lowlands of the Terai over a relatively narrow width (about 200 km) combined with abundant snowmelt
and monsoon water offers tremendous hydropower potential. Nepal accommodates some of the
significant tributaries of the mighty Ganges. The major river basins of Nepal are Koshi, Gandaki, Karnali
and Mahakali. Figure 3 shows the major river basins of Nepal.
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Figure 3 : Major River Basins of Nepal

CHINA

The gross theoretical hydropower potential of Nepal’s rivers, based on average flows has been
estimated at 83,000 MW. Potential sites are expected to generate about 51% of this theoretical
potential on economically feasible basis. According to WECS, theoretical hydropower potential of Nepal
is shown in Table 4, 5 and 6 show the theoretical, technical and economical hydropower potential in
different river basins. Out of the total theoretical potential of 83,000 MW and the techno‐economically
feasible potential of about 42,000 MW; 49% are the storage type projects and the remaining 51% are
run‐off‐the‐river type projects. However, with increased demand for system regulation, peaking storage
plant capacities could be significantly increased.
Table 4 : Theoretical Hydropower Potential (GW)
River Basin
Sapta Koshi
Sapta Gandaki
Karnali and Mahakali
Southern Rivers
Total

Major Rivers
18.75
17.95
32.68
3.07
72.45

Small Rivers
3.60
2.70
3.50
1.04
10.84

Total
22.35
20.65
36.18
4.10
83.28

Source: WECS (1996)

Table 5 : Technically Feasible Hydropower Potential
River Basin
Sapta Koshi

Number of
Projects
53

Capacity
(GW)
11.40

Sapta Gandaki
Karnali
Mahakali
Southern Rivers

18
30
4
9

6.66
25.41
1.16
0.98

Total

114

45.61

Capacity
Factor
Varies by
project
Mostly 50%
20% or more
Up to 60%
Varies by
projects

Source: WECS (1998)
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Table 6: Economically Feasible Hydropower Potential
River Basin
Sapta Koshi
Sapta Gandaki
Karnali
Mahakali
Southern Rivers
Total

Number of
Projects
40
12
7
2
5
66

Capacity
(GW)
10.86
5.27
24.00
1.13
0.89
42.15

Benefit/Cost
Ratio
4.1‐1.2
1.96‐1.03
Up to 4
unknown
Up to 2

Source: WECS (1996)

In terms of energy capabilities, Nepal has about 394 TWh of technically exploitable capability annually.
Nepal's hydropower potential far surpasses its own internal requirement for the foreseeable future.
Before the introduction of Hydropower Development Policy 1992, NEA was the only national utility with
the mandate for generation, transmission and distribution of electric energy in the country. With the
introduction of policy to encourage private sector participation in hydropower development, several
Independent Power Producers (IPPs) emerged. There are several IPPs, some of which have already
established hydropower plants. These IPPs are: Himal Power Limited, Bhotekosi Power Company,
Chilime Power Company, National Hydropower Company and Butwal Power Company. Himal Power
Limited is a joint venture company of Statkraft, Butwal Power Company, ABB and Kvaerner from
Norway. Likewise, Himal Power Company is a joint venture of Panda Energy group from USA with Himal
International of Nepal. At the end of FY 2007, the share of IPPs in total installed capacity reached about
23%, whereas, its share in terms of energy generation is about 34%.
The hydropower policy recommends a strategy of bilateral or regional cooperation in the hydropower
development taking into consideration the feasibility of hydropower in Nepal and the demands of
electric energy in neighboring countries. In view of the fact that development of hydropower in Nepal
will support not only the domestic, but also the regional economy. Government of Nepal (GON) has also
awarded licenses to develop large sized hydropower projects to foreign private investors on competitive
basis. So far three hydropower project generation licenses have been awarded. These are for West Seti
(750 MW), Arun 3 (402 MW) and Upper Karnali (300 MW). GON is also in the process of awarding a
license for development of Budhi Gandaki (600 MW).
Long‐term electricity expansion plan of Nepal is mainly based on development of different types of
hydropower. Table 3.6.6.4 shows the long‐term generation expansion plan of NEA up to FY 2021. This
table shows the proposed capacity addition in each year. The capacity addition also includes any
entitlement project, which is available as a condition of development by IPPs. GON is interested to
utilize 100% of its hydro resources by 2021.
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Table 3.6.6.4: NEA Generation Expansion Plan
FY
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013
2014

2015
2016
2017
2018

2019
2020
2021

Projects
Pheme
Middle Marsyandi
Thoppal Khola
Tadi Khola
Lower Indrawati
Lower Nyadi
Mardi
Kulekhani 3
Daram Khola
Mailung
Upper Modi
Madi 1
Upper Mai Khola
Chamelia
Mewa
Hewa
Lower Modi
Upper Modi
Sangjen
Kabeli A
Upper Marsyandi A
Upper Trishuli 3 A
Upper Tamakoshi
Tamur
Upper Seti Storage
Kankai
Upper Karnali –A
West Seti
‐
‐
Likhu‐4
Upper Modi A
Rahughat
Dudh Koshi–1 Storage
‐
Andhi Khola Storage

Installed Capacity (MW)
0.95
70
1.4
0.97
4.5
4.5
3.1
14
5
5
14
10
3
30
18
10
19
20
11
30
50
61
309
83
122
90
75*
75*
‐
‐
51
42
27
300
‐
180

Remark
IPP, PPA concluded.
NEA, Under construction
IPP, PPA concluded
IPP, PPA concluded
IPP, PPA concluded.
IPP, PPA concluded
IPP, PPA concluded
NEA, Planned
IPP, PPA concluded
IPP, PPA concluded
IPP, PPA concluded
IPP, PPA concluded
IPP, PPA concluded
NEA, Planned
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
NEA Planned
NEA‐Private Joint Venture
NEA, Planned.
NEA, Planned
NEA, Planned
NEA‐Private Joint Venture
Private.

Private
NEA‐Private Joint Venture
NEA, Planned

* Nepal entitlement from export oriented projects; Source: NEA White Paper 2007
Source: Obaid, IEPSA:Vision 2020, SEC, Sept. 2009
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